
 

 

 
Update on Centenary Essay Contest  
 
Dear Contestant,  
 
Once again, thank you for your interest in the Centenary Essay contest. 
 
As we look forward to receiving your entry, we urge you to remember that the contest is 
essentially about keeping the history of Nigeria alive and accessible to the younger 
generation.  
 
In addition to a sequential narrative of historical facts, we expect you to present an original 
and critical thesis that situates those facts in the travail of Nigerians from pre-colonial times 
to the present. Your thesis should be supported by plausible evidence that demonstrates 
how the historical facts shape political progress and social relations 100 years after the after 
the amalgamation.  
 
Essays will be judged for outstanding critical thinking, smooth and coherent progression of 
ideas, skillful use of language, apt vocabulary and absence of grammatical misconstructions 
and errors. All sources of information must be accurately identified and credited.  
 
Good luck.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Visioning the Centenary  
 
Interested Nigerians are invited to participate in a writing competition sponsored by 
Premium Times Services Limited. The theme/topic of this essay competition is, Visioning 
The Centenary. The overview of this competition is the remarkable journey Nigeria has 
taken from mere geographic expression of several hundred ethno-nations to a country in 
one hundred years. It will therefore be an essay on events visualised on a decade-by-decade 
progression. This competition is open to all Nigerians across the world with special emphasis 
on young people age 30 and below but not limited to them.  
 
 
 
 



 

 

Guidelines  
 

1. Each essay must not be more than two thousand words (2000). 

2. Single lined spacing.  

3. Each essay must focus on one (1) decade i.e. 1914 to 1923, 1924 to 1933, 1934 to 
1943, 1944 to 1953, 1954 to 1963, 1964 to 1973, 1974 to 1983, 1984 to 1993, 1994 
to 2003, and 2004 to 2013.  

4. Each contestant is welcome to enter for more than one (1) decade but a maximum 
of three (3) essays.  

5. Each essay should have the following focus elements; the defining politics, science, 
technology and arts of the decade; it should touch on the defining intellectual 
momentum, major events and leaders of thought in that period. It should also 
mention outstanding Nigerians lost in that decade and their contribution to society.  

6. Sent as an attachment to the email address: essays@premiumtimesng.com  

7. All essays must be submitted on or before May 30th, 2013 (deadline).  

 
The winning essay for each decade will get 50,000 Naira. Prizes worth N500,000 will be 

given out in total. 


